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Coldplay – Strawberry Swing
Director: Shynola
Production Company: Black Dog Films
Record Company: EMI
UK 2009

Lucy and the Teenage Monster –
Dance Steps
Directors: David Strindberg, Johan Bring
Production Company: PUNX Stockholm
Sweden 2009

Tiësto/Sneaky Sound System – I Will
Be Here
Director: Muto Masashi
Production Company: Love
Record Company: Warner Music
Japan/UK 2009

Just Jack – The Day I Died
Directors: Ben & Joe Dempsey
Production Company: Knucklehead
Record Company: Mercury Records
UK 2009

The Walkmen – On the Water
Director: Nir Ben Jacob
Record Company: Gigantic Music
Israel/US 2009

Ill Ease – Here Comes Trouble
Director: George Wu
Record Company: Parlour Records
UK/US 2009

A selection of videos by Tim Pope from
among his work for Soft Cell, The
Cure, Talk Talk, Neil Young, Fatboy
Slim and Jack Penate

Sour – Hibi No Neiro
Directors: Masashi Kawamura, Hal
Kirkland, Magico Nakamura,
Masayoshi Nakamura
2009

Neurosonics Audiomedical
Director: Chris Cairns
Production Company: Partizan
UK 2009

Major Lazer – Pon The Floor
Director: Eric Wareheim
US 2009

The Hickey Underworld – Blonde Fire
Director: Joe Vanhoutteghem
Production Company: Czar
Belgium 2009

Welcome to BUG 15 for another evening of the most exciting, creative and
innovative new music video work from around the world – hosted as always
by the very special Adam Buxton.

In fact, all of tonight’s show is a bit special. For a start it’s a genuinely global
showcase – with a particularly strong Japanese presence – and various
examples also demonstrate the Evolution of Music Video in its various
forms. We’ll have the usual helpings of humour and controversy
(sometimes both at the same time) but mostly it’s special because Adam’s
special guest tonight happens to be a true legend of music video direction –
the one and only Tim Pope.

More about Tim a bit later, but we start with a video that’s been out for a
while and may be familiar to you. But Shynola’s superlative video for
Coldplay’s Strawberry Swing deserves to be enjoyed on the big screen. It’s a
mesmerizing work of stop-frame animation – partly inspired by the work of
Winsor McCay, one of the great pioneers of comic art and animation in the
early 20th century – as Chris Martin enjoys his own superhero adventure –
played out on a studio floor.

Shynola are the much-acclaimed band of groundbreaking animators behind
brilliant videos for Queens of the Stone Age, Lambchop, Radiohead, Beck,
UNKLE, Blur and much more. But Strawberry Swing is their first video in ages
and the first since the tragic sudden death last year of Gideon Baws, one of
the four founder members of the group. The remaining three – Richard
Kenworthy, Chris Harding and Jason Groves – continue to focus on their
longstanding movie project, an adaptation of Matthew de Abaitua’s novel
The Red Men (a sci-fi novel set in Hackney), and Kenny, Chris and Jason are
also busy with raising money for Gideon’s recently established Memorial
Fund. We urge you to find out more about this worthy cause by visiting the
Shynola website.

That’s followed by Swedish techno-rock outfit Lucy and the Teenage
Monster’s video for Dance Steps by Stockholm-based duo David Strindberg
and Johan Bring – aka PUNX – where weird little girls run amok in nuclear-
threatened ‘50s American suburbia in an arresting clash of styles – the
colourful, scratchy 2D girls interacting with smooth monochrome 3D
backgrounds.

Then comes the new video from massively popular DJ/producer Tiësto
proving there is even room in the BUG village for mainstream Euro-trance –
especially when the video for I Will Be Here is by super-talented Japanese
director Muto Masashi, and it features a human robot. Muto has previously
directed videos for Death in Vegas and Faithless and he focuses here on a
Tokyo office worker so hardworking he becomes a robot. He cast the
amazing Mori, whose movement – uncannily like the Honda Asimo robot –
makes the late Michael Jackson’s trademark moonwalk look like an
ungainly stumble.

After our first break we’re back with another highly accomplished work for
a popular artist. The video for Just Jack’s The Day I Died is a literal
translation of the track’s evocative lyrics, but works so well thanks to the
performance of the charismatic James Nesbitt. It marks the return to
promos after a lengthy absence of the directors, twin-brother directing team
Ben and Joe Dempsey. Meanwhile Nesbitt, one of the UK’s top TV actors,
gives a performance worthy of the big screen in The Day I Died – so BUG is
happy to oblige.

Then, with shades of Watership Down, we have the directing debut of Israeli
animator and director Nir Ben Jacobs for American band The Walkmen’s On
the Water.  It’s a considerable achievement: beautifully composed and
animated, atmospheric and heart-in-mouth gripping. It’s also the result of
some persistence by the director. He pitched the idea to the band and heard
nothing back for months, and the project only happened after his friends
had approached the band after a live show and they approved it. In effect,
Nir Ben’s work falls somewhere between a fully-commissioned video and a
fan video.
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UK Music Video Awards
Tickets are now on sale for the UK Music
Video Awards, taking place on October
13th at the ODEON West End in Leicester
Square. Visit www.ukmva.com to
download a ticket order form.

sweet16
Kodak, Soho Film Lab and Rushes have
teamed up for a new offering of packaged
services, consisting of stock, lab processing
and grading, all at one low price of £1600.
Visit www.sweet-16mm.com for more
info.

nothing back for months, and the project only happened after his friends
had approached the band after a live show and they approved it. In effect,
Nir Ben’s work falls somewhere between a fully-commissioned video and a
fan video.

Our next video is the charming, crafty work for Brooklyn artist Ill Ease (aka
Elizabeth Sharp) by London-based graphic designer and filmmaker George
Wu. Having designed the cover for the special 7” single release of Here Comes
Trouble, Wu was inspired by legendary designers Charles and Ray Eames’s
classic Nonsense Machine to make her own. In fact she recently made a
version called The Animatic as an art installation, but this time she
substitutes string, pulleys and wooden pegs for electronics to tell the story
of a young man’s descent through a succession of dead-end jobs. The result
is uniquely handmade and as uplifting as its downbeat.

Then it’s time for Adam to welcome our special guest Tim Pope to the stage.
What can you say about Tim? Well, for a start, he is one of the pioneers of
the medium of music video, and he has quite simply made some of the
greatest music videos ever, for some of the greatest and most
groundbreaking artists that rock and roll has produced – Bowie, Iggy, Neil
Young, Soft Cell, Talk Talk, The The – and of course The Cure, with whom
he made numerous classic videos in the band’s heyday. Tim can lay claim,
perhaps more than anyone else, to have developed the language of the art
of music video with his consistent innovations and introduction of new
techniques. Not only that, he has great stories (you should also check out to
check out Tim’s brilliant website) and his conversation with Adam –
illustrated with a selection of his work, both well-known and less so –
promises to be a whirlwind tour of the man’s considerable career.

After Tim, we return to the main programme of new videos with a brilliant
work for Japanese post rock band Sour by a quartet of directors – Masashi
Kawamura, Hal Kirkland, Magico Nakamura and Masayoshi Nakamura.
Planned and executed with awesome precision, it’s a delightfully inventive
orchestration of the band’s fanbase via their webcams. The result is one the
best ever demonstrations of the global village aspect of the internet. More
than 80 members of this intercontinental flash mob took part, and the
directors choreographed them (effectively directing each participant
individually) over a four-week period. Just as well there were four of them.

Not quite a music video, but irresistible to BUG, is Neurosonics Audiomedical –
the delightful and highly music-visual new short film by Chris Cairns,
director and animator of high repute whose credits include vids for LCD
Soundsystem (the marvelous Daft Punk Are Playing at My House) and The
Guillemots. Here, Chris has paid unique tribute to the art of turntablism in
a film on which he’s been working, off and on, for the last 18 months. It
features some of his heroes – DJs such as the Scratch Perverts – and friends,
and all came from Chris’s longstanding feeling that when you scratch
someone’s voice it’s like having their head on the turntable. And now he’s
realized that feeling beautifully.

If time allows, Adam will be exploring some other noteworthy pieces that
we have discovered over the past couple of months online, but in our final
section everything takes a more ‘post-watershed’ turn. Firstly the latest
video by Eric Wareheim – half of cult US comedy duo Tim & Eric. Eric’s jaw-
droppingly brazen video for Flying Lotus’s Parisien Goldfish graced an earlier
BUG, and now he has created a similarly themed vid for Jamaican dancehall
artist Major Lazer which is arguably even more eye-boggling.

Finally comes an extraordinary video for The Hickey Underworld’s Blonde
Fire by Belgian director Joe Vanhoutteghem which falls into the rare
category of videos that has to be seen to be believed. You have been warned
– enjoy the show!
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Join the BFI to take priority!
Many of our films and special events sell out
during the member priority booking period. Join
today for just £35 (£20 concessions).
 Priority booking for all films, previews and

festivals including The Times BFI London Film
Festival

 2 free tickets for the same screening and £1
off tickets for you and up to 3 guests at the
BFI Southbank or the BFI IMAX (excluding
The Times BFI London Film Festival)

 A monthly booklet delivered direct to your
door

 20% off BFI books, DVDs and an annual BFI
Library Pass

 35% off an annual Sight & Sound magazine
subscription (save £16)

 Exclusive website offering a free short film
download each month

BFI Membership helps to save film for future
generations to enjoy - pick up a leaflet in the foyer,
visit the Box Office, telephone 020 7815 1374 or
visit www.bfi.org.uk/membership

BFI SOUTHBANK
There’s more to discover about film and television
through the BFI. Our world-renowned archive,
cinemas, festivals, films, publications and learning
resources are here to inspire you.
At BFI Southbank, you can book or pick up
your tickets at a new box office and
information centre.
Browse for books and DVDs in the Filmstore.
Choose from our vast collection of film and
TV to view for free in the Mediatheque, a
brilliant new space designed by award-
winning architects Adjaye/Associates.
Check out artists’ film and video work in the
Gallery.
Meet friends, relax, have a drink or
something to eat in our new benugo bar/café.
See films or take part in wide-ranging
debates, discussions and events in The Studio
or one of our three refurbished cinemas.


